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community. Consultation with Community and Town Councils and other local bodies in 
areas with existing Gypsy-Traveller sites suggests that few problems arise from sites, although 
transient Gypsy-Travellers on unauthorised encampments are perceived as much more 
problematic. Consultees were split between those where site residents are well integrated into 
the local community and those where relations can be seen as mutual reluctant toleration 
at best.

S.18.  Stakeholder suggestions for reducing barriers to site provision included restoration of 
a site provision duty, better funding and a clear lead from the Welsh Assembly Government. 
Some saw the importance of increasing understanding between the settled and Travelling 
communities and reducing prejudice. Gypsy-Travellers are very aware of prejudice and almost 
all interviewees quoted examples of discrimination they had faced. They noted the tendency 
of the settled community to stereotype and lump all Gypsy-Travellers together, and felt that 
Gypsy-Travellers are the population group against whom it is still ‘acceptable’ to make racist 
remarks. Gypsy-Travellers think that the settled community and policy-makers are not really 
interested in their problems and needs.

BENCHMARKING AND IDEAS FROM ELSEWHERE

S.19.   The research examined information from other countries where the Gypsy-Traveller 
population has broadly similar characteristics. Benchmarking was limited to material in English 
and French. 

S.20.   There are four themes to the benchmarking: 

• Site provision - drawing particularly on experiences in the Republic of Ireland 
and France.

• Site improvement and refurbishment - drawing on experience of the Gypsy Sites 
Refurbishment Grant in England.

• Forms of Gypsy-Traveller accommodation and wider policies - looking again at the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland where group housing has been developed.

• Site management - reporting on the inclusion of services to Gypsy-Travellers and 
site management in the housing performance regime in Scotland.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

S.21. The main points arising from the research are stated as conclusions and a series of 
recommendations - mainly to the Welsh Assembly Government, but also to the Welsh Local 
Government Association and local authorities. In all, 28 recommendations are made under six 
broad headings: overall strategy and the policy framework; the existing sites network; the need 
for additional residential site provision; the need for transit site provision; site management; 
and social housing.
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1.   INTRODUCTION

1.1   In December 2004 the Welsh Assembly Government commissioned the Centre 
for Urban and Regional Studies, University of Birmingham to carry out research on the 
accommodation needs of Gypsy-Travellers in Wales. The research is intended to inform 
the development of policy by providing up-to-date and reliable information on:

• the number, size and condition of existing permanent and temporary Gypsy-
Traveller sites in Wales;

• the extent and location of unauthorised encampments;

• whether the number of places on existing authorised sites is suffi cient to meet the 
present and likely future levels of demand for accommodation;

• the need for new site provision - permanent, transit and stopping places - with the 
estimated costs of providing such facilities1;

• the obstacles to new site development and how they can be overcome;

• the contribution of the planning system to the provision of Gypsy-Traveller sites/
accommodation; and

• good practice in site provision, management and design.

1.2   The research arose from a series of recommendations in the National Assembly’s 
Equality of Opportunity Committee’s report Service Provision for Gypsies and Travellers
which highlighted the central importance of accommodation to all Gypsy-Traveller services. 
Recommendation 14 of the report was that ‘there should be an audit of existing site provision 
to identify the demand for further sites and gather information on good site design, facilities 
and location which will inform future site development’.

INFORMATION ON GYPSY-TRAVELLERS IN WALES

1.3  Very little information is available on Gypsy-Travellers in Wales. Partly this is due to 
the general ‘invisibility’ of Gypsy-Travellers in the United Kingdom where neither the national 
census nor many ethnic monitoring schemes identify Gypsies and/or Travellers. Partly it is 
because there have been no published Counts of Gypsy caravans since 1997, unlike in England 
and Scotland. Even if count information was available, it would not, of course, include Gypsy-
Travellers living in housing who may or may not wish to self-identify as Gypsy-Travellers.

1.4 The Welsh Assembly’s Equality of Opportunity Committee2 attempted to provide basic 
information on the Gypsy-Traveller population through a survey of local authorities which 
asked about the number of Gypsy-Traveller adults and children in their areas. This produced 
a total of 1,412 Travellers (642 adults and 770 children), 59% of whom were living on local 
authority sites, 9% on private sites, 3% on unauthorised sites and 28% in houses. The replies 
came from eleven of the 22 authorities and the estimate is clearly a signifi cant under-count 
since three authorities where there are known to be local authority Gypsy-Traveller sites 
are not included. It is also likely that housed Gypsy-Travellers are under-counted, but to an 
unknown extent.

1 With the agreement of Welsh Assembly Government, estimates of the cost of new site provision have been deferred 
pending the collation of further information from new site provision costs in England.

2 National Assembly for Wales Equality of Opportunity Committee, Service Provision for Gypsies and Travellers, 2003, 
pages 20-21
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1.5  Another route to estimating the size of the Gypsy-Traveller population is through the 
number of children from education sources. Here, however, there is considerable uncertainty 
and disagreement. In 1997 the Welsh Offi ce estimated that there were 846 Traveller children in 
Wales of whom 578 were aged from 5 to 16. However, in 1998, a Save the Children and Cardiff 
University report3 estimated that there were at least 1,809 Gypsy-Traveller children. National 
Assembly for Wales PLASC fi gures for 20044 record a total of 767 Gypsy-Traveller children 
suggesting that numbers are now somewhere between the two earlier estimates at perhaps 
around 1,100 children of all ages.

1.6  Bringing this information together suggests that there are at least 2,000 Gypsy-Travellers 
in Wales. Whatever the precise numbers, it is clear that Gypsy-Travellers make up a very small 
proportion of the Welsh population, and absolute numbers are likely to be small in any area.

1.7 In terms of geographical distribution, there is agreement that most Gypsy-Travellers 
are concentrated along the key transport routes in the North and South of Wales5, which is 
also the location of most of the settled population in Wales.

1.8 It is also recognised that the Gypsy-Traveller population is ethnically diverse6 and it 
is likely that all the groups found in Britain will be present in Wales, including in particular 
Welsh and English Gypsies, Scottish and Irish Travellers. There are also numbers of ‘New 
Travellers’ (see defi nitions in 1.17), especially in parts of Pembrokeshire and Powys where 
travelling and ‘green’ low impact living seem to merge.

1.9 Other background characteristics likely to be features of traditional Gypsy-Travellers 
in Wales apparent from the general literature on Gypsies and Travellers in Britain and 
preliminary interviews in Wales include:

• Gypsy-Travellers tend to marry younger and have larger families than the average 
for the settled community. Extended families where several generations and/or 
several siblings and their families live together (but not in the same household) 
are important in the culture of some Gypsy-Traveller groups.

• Gypsy-Traveller employment - always flexible - seems to be changing. Traditional 
agricultural seasonal work is being threatened by, for example, migrant workers. 
The market focus through building works, tarmac laying, tree and garden work, 
and furniture and carpet dealing is increasingly urban and suburban. Gypsy-
Travellers are also moving into less traditional ‘mainstream’ employment (rather 
than self-employment).

• Gypsy-Travellers are one of the most socially excluded groups in Britain with 
greater probability of ill health, poor educational attainment (by settled community 
measures) and poverty. Improved accommodation and particularly avoiding 
frequent forced movement through eviction is seen as central to tackling social 
exclusion. Exclusion is also increased by discrimination.

3 L Morgan & EC Melhuish, Traveller Children and Educational Need in Wales: a report prepared for the Save the Children 
Fund and Welsh Offi ce, 1998

4 Quoted in G Jones, R Powell & A Reakes, Research into the Education of Gypsy Travellers in Wales: Draft Interim Report, 
National Foundation for Educational Research, August 2005

5 National Assembly for Wales Equality of Opportunity Committee, Service Provision for Gypsies and Travellers, 2003, 
page 21

6 Rachel Morris, Gypsies in Wales, Cardiff Law School, 1999 accessed on 15/11/2005 at http://www.law.cf.ac.uk/tlru/
MovingOn.pdf
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• Gypsy-Travellers appear to be becoming more ‘settled’, whether on residential sites 
or in houses. It is not clear to what extent this is a positive lifestyle choice or forced 
through the sheer diffi culty of fi nding safe places to stop while travelling.

RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS

1.10   Because of the lack of basic up-to-date information on Gypsy-Travellers in Wales, 
a signifi cant proportion of research time was devoted to putting together an information base. 
The research comprised nine main activities:

i. Literature review and scoping interviews with Welsh Assembly Government 
personnel, the Cardiff Gypsy and Traveller Project and written communication with 
the Gypsy Council. This aimed to establish the background to the project, the main 
concerns and issues, and likely availability of information.

ii. A preliminary e-mail questionnaire survey of local authorities aimed particularly 
to establish the number and location of Gypsy-Traveller sites in Wales to provide 
a sample frame for the condition survey. Twenty-one of the 22 local authorities in 
Wales (including all site-owning authorities) responded. The fi ndings were reported 
to the Project Advisory Group7 in April 2005.

iii.  A general policy survey of local authorities to establish information on corporate 
responsibilities for Gypsy-Traveller accommodation, policies towards Gypsy-
Travellers, local needs assessments, perceived obstacles to site provision, 
unauthorised encampment and social housing. All 22 local authorities responded. 
Survey information is supplemented by an analysis of Unitary Development Plans 
and Housing, Homelessness and BME Housing Strategies from the internet. A report 
of the fi ndings was discussed by the Project Advisory Group in August 2005.

iv. A local authority site provision and management survey of site-owning local 
authorities to establish management arrangements and staffi ng, site management 
policies, and site fi nances. The thirteen site-owning authorities responded providing 
information relating to all nineteen local authority sites in Wales.

v. Plus Property Solutions carried out a condition survey of all nineteen local 
authority sites in early June 2005; a single private site was also included in the 
survey. The condition survey collected two kinds of information:

• broadly descriptive information about the site environment, the site itself 
and its facilities, individual pitches and amenity blocks; and

• information to calculate the costs of bringing the site up to a good state 
of repair and maintaining it there over the next thirty years. The methodology 
used was developed for work in England and is similar in principle to that 
employed in bricks and mortar house condition surveys (more details in 
para 2.79 et seq below).

This survey is the subject of a separate published report8.

7 See Appendix 2 for membership of the Project Advisory Group.

8 Accommodation Needs of Gypsy-Traveller in Wales: Site Physical Condition Survey. Welsh Assembly Government 2006.
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vi. A series of four case studies based in Blaenau Gwent, Cardiff, Flintshire and 
Pembrokeshire aimed to look at Gypsy-Traveller accommodation issues in the 
round and to see how local policies work together. The case studies involved:

• Collection and analysis of any relevant documentation.

• Interviews (face-to-face or by telephone) with key local stakeholders 
including elected members and local authority personnel. The interviews 
were carried out by Pat Niner and Bruce Walker of the Centre for Urban 
and Regional Studies.

• Face-to-face interviews and small group discussions with Gypsy-Travellers 
in a range of types of accommodation in the case study areas and adjoining 
areas. These interviews were relatively informal. They are not intended to 
provide representative quantitative data, but rather to give a flavour of Gypsy-
Traveller perspectives and views. Identifying Gypsy-Traveller interviewees was 
through third parties - site managers, education workers or support groups; 
in most cases we were personally introduced to the interviewee. Interviews 
were achieved:

- 26 people (18 women and 8 men) in 17 separate interviews on local 
authority sites.

- 8 people (6 women and 2 men) from 6 separate households in houses; 
one interviewee was a New Traveller (see 1.17).

- 3 people (2 women and 1 man) from 2 households on authorised private 
caravan sites - neither interview was carried out in a case study area; 
one was on a private Gypsy-Traveller site in Torfaen, the other on a caravan 
site in Carmarthenshire not specifi cally designated for Gypsy-Travellers.

- 2 people (both women) were interviewed on unauthorised sites - this 
proved to be the most problematic for identifying interviewees. One of the 
interviewees was a woman waiting for a local site place and the other was 
a New Traveller on a farmer’s land. We were not able to include interviews 
with Gypsy-Travellers passing through the area. 

The interviews were carried out by Pat Niner and Pat Jones from CURS and 
Sarah Cemlyn of the School for Policy Studies, University of Bristol.

vii. Wider consultation was carried out as follows:

• A written consultation of public land-owners (mainly concerned with 
unauthorised encampment). Eight bodies were contacted and fi ve responded. 
NFU Cymru was also contacted but did not respond.

• Community and Town Council Clerks were contacted by letter in areas 
including or adjoining local authority sites, asking particularly for their 
assessments of relations between Gypsy-Travellers and settled residents 
in their area and for ideas on how good relations could be fostered. In the areas 
without Community or Town Councils, umbrella voluntary organisations were 
contacted instead. Twenty-one letters were sent out and nine replies were 
received.
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• Letters were sent to fi ve Race Equality Councils seeking any information 
and their views on Gypsy-Traveller issues. No responses were received.

• Contact was made by letter and/or face-to-face with representatives of each 
of the four Police Forces in Wales to ascertain a police perspective on Gypsy-
Traveller issues and in particular on the management of unauthorised camping.

viii. A review of reports relating to Gypsy-Traveller accommodation provision in other 
countries was carried out, mainly through the internet. This was confi ned to English 
and French language sources; more details are given in Chapter 6.

ix.  The fi nal step was to analyse and synthesise material from all elements of the 
research. In particular this includes the estimates of accommodation need made 
in Chapter 3. This report presents the results of the analysis across all elements of 
the research. The research was supported throughout by a Project Advisory Group 
whose views and experience provided an additional source of information and aid 
to analysis.

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

1.11  Chapter 2 describes existing authorised site provision in Wales, both local authority 
and private. It fi rst establishes numbers of sites and pitches, then draws on the condition 
survey to describe sites and their facilities, and to assess the costs of bringing sites up to a 
good standard of repair and maintaining them at that standard over the next thirty years. The 
chapter ends with more qualitative information on sites from the viewpoints of local authority 
stakeholders and Gypsy-Travellers.

1.12   Chapter 3 looks at how local authority Gypsy-Traveller sites are managed, whether 
in-house or through the Gypsy Council. Individual site management policies and procedures 
are discussed, incorporating the views of site residents. The fi nal section looks briefly at 
site fi nances.

1.13 Chapter 4 includes an estimate of need for Gypsy-Traveller accommodation over 
the next fi ve years. It fi rst describes the approach adopted in the assessment, then looks 
at various elements of need to produce an estimate of permanent and temporary (transit) 
accommodation needed. Gypsy-Traveller views on accommodation options are presented 
and fed into the estimate. Finally, some issues of need assessment are raised, including 
the possible distinction between ‘need’ and ‘demand’, the location of need, and issues of 
‘low demand’.

1.14 Chapter 5 looks at the current national and local policy framework and asks to what 
extent it is likely to deliver the accommodation estimated to be needed. Very broadly 
it concludes that ‘normal’ policies will deliver the permanent social housing opportunities 
that are needed, but site provision and planning policies are unlikely to deliver the 
needed additional site provision. The fi nal section looks at some of the main obstacles 
to site provision.

1.15 Chapter 6 looks at approaches taken in other parts of the United Kingdom, the Republic 
of Ireland and France to see whether there are ideas which might usefully guide Welsh policy. 
The benchmarking material is used to explore issues of site provision, site improvement, 
types of Gypsy-Traveller accommodation and assistance given, and general services and 
site management.
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lighting. There is a fi re point, but it is not entirely adequate; caravans are more than six metres 
apart. There is a space for children to play and land for animal grazing.

2.94   Most residents have mobile homes which include bathroom and kitchen facilities which 
they use. There is a single communal amenity block, in poor condition, for the use of any 
families without their own facilities.

2.95   On these measures and applying public sector expectations, the private site is 
sub-standard. It would need an expenditure of almost £280,000 in the next fi ve years (about 
£5,500 per year per pitch) to bring it up to local authority Gypsy-Traveller site standards of 
amenity provision and repair. This is obviously unrealistic for the owner and his family, and it 
is very unlikely that all the ‘improvements’ would be welcome although some work on the 
amenity block might be. One of the more attractive features of private sites for some residents 
is precisely that their site lacks the formal regimentation of most local authority sites. Perhaps 
the most valuable result of including the single private site in the condition survey is the 
reminder that ideal standards of provision and design are not necessarily universal. 

STAKEHOLDER VIEWS ON SITES

2.96   This section looks at perceptions of their sites expressed in the site provision and 
management survey by local authority personnel, and by Gypsy-Travellers interviewed as 
part of the case studies.

Local Authority Views

The Site Provision and Management Survey

2.97  The site provision and management survey asked local authority respondents to assess 
their site(s) in terms of: 

• the general surroundings and environment of the site including adjoining land uses;

• location in relation to schools and shops; and 

• physical condition and maintenance of the site.

Table 2.6 summarises the responses. There is quite a range of assessments. Overall, across 
the three criteria, there are slightly more assessments above average than below average.

Table 2.6: Local Authority Assessments of Site Quality

Source: Site provision and management survey

Assessment Environment Access Physical condition

Very good - 3 1

Good 6 5 3

Average 8 6 1

Poor 2 1 5

Very poor 3 4 3
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The Case Studies

2.102 The case studies provided the opportunity to collect some more qualitative 
information about a number of local authority sites. Four themes emerged:

• Interviewees had rarely been in post when their sites were developed and were 
therefore unable to say much about original location and design decisions. 
However, it is clear from comments that at least six of the nine sites covered 
by case study authorities had been developed on or adjacent to areas where 
Gypsy-Travellers had settled or visited for many years (residents interviewed on 
more than one site had been in that location since before the local authority site 
had been built). This may be one factor to account for current site locations away 
from residential areas and adjacent to tips and scrap yards, reflecting earlier camp 
site ‘choices’ and proximity to potential scrap-dealing opportunities. (There may, 
of course, have been other more salubrious traditional stopping places which were 
not converted into formal sites.)

• Local authority respondents are clearly well aware of the short-comings of some 
sites and would like to carry out refurbishment. Lack of resources is the main 
reported obstacle.

• Several sites had started out as open plan with no clear demarcation of pitch 
boundaries. Several interviewees commented that residents greatly preferred 
walls or fences to give them greater privacy. On some sites residents were 
permitted to provide their own walls and gates, on others they had been provided 
by the landlord. This point was raised in Gypsy-Traveller interviews too. On one site, 
pitch walls had been built recently. One woman liked them very much as indicating 
‘this is my plot, that is your plot’.

• The extent of Gypsy-Traveller involvement in site design is unknown for older 
sites. Some consultation with Gypsy-Travellers had occurred in the design of the 
two most recent sites in the case study areas, in one instance through the Gypsy 
Council. Both sites were judged to be in relatively good condition in the condition 
survey; both have amenity units where the WC is accessed directly from outside; 
both are now well regarded by their residents.

Gypsy-Traveller Views

2.103 Gypsy-Travellers were interviewed on seven local authority sites in the course of the 
case studies. Two of these sites had transit as well as residential pitches. Sites varied in size, 
location, age and condition (as evidenced by the condition survey as well as interviewers’ 
observations). Perhaps the most striking feature of residents’ comments is their variability 
between sites (but general consistency between views expressed by different residents on 
the same site) and the relationship these comments bear to site conditions and state of 
repair. There is no suggestion that residents and ‘objective’ professionals are making different 
judgements although it is clear from resident comments that social factors are also extremely 
important to their quality of life. Generally, within this very small sample, settled, ‘quiet’ sites 
tended to have higher physical standards too.
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• Licensees have other, general, rights and safeguards. For example, consumer 
protection legislation may give licensees redress under the Unfair Terms in 
Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 if terms in their licence agreement can 
be construed as unfair20. It is likely that a court would imply landlord repair 
obligations into a licence agreement even if these were not specifi ed21. The 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 s82 (statutory nuisance) applies on sites and 
could provide basic protection against very poor conditions.

3.42   The lesser rights of Gypsy-Traveller site licensees compared with either secure council 
tenants or mobile home owners is a matter of national concern. The Gypsy and Traveller Law 
Reform Coalition has drafted the Caravan Sites Security of Tenure (and Related Clauses) Bill 
which seeks to address a number of issues including security of tenure, succession, assignment, 
right to exchange and repairs. 

3.43 Because site residents’ rights and responsibilities are currently determined by their 
licence agreement the site provision and management survey explored licence agreement 
terms, focusing particularly on those which might impact on lifestyles.

3.44 There are sometimes restrictions on the number of caravans/trailers which can be 
placed on a pitch. There are also sometimes rules on whether mobile homes or sheds/chalets 
are permitted. This may be because of the size of the pitch in order to prevent over-crowding, 
but it can also be to avoid the growth of relatively ‘fi xed’ accommodation on site. Table 3.3 
shows the survey fi ndings on this.

Table 3.3: Mobile Homes, Sheds and Additional Caravans

Source: Site provision and management survey

3.45   Residents are permitted to have more than one caravan or trailer on most sites, 
although written approval should often be sought. A mobile home is allowed on more 
than three-quarters of sites; again some sites require written approval. A shed or chalet is 
not allowed on two-fi fths of sites, and on very few without written approval. There are no 
observable differences by management style. Sheds or chalets are less likely to be permitted 
in Wales than in England (allowed on 87% of sites in England). It is not clear why this should be.

3.46 Site licences/rules often restrict the number or type of animals which can be kept 
on site. The rationale is lack of appropriate accommodation and space, preventing nuisance 
and encouraging site cleanliness - for example poultry are said sometimes to encourage rats. 
Uncontrolled dogs can cause a nuisance and may deter postal deliveries and so on. Table 3.4 
shows the survey fi ndings.

20 See Offi ce of Fair Trading, Unfair contract terms guidance, February 2001, http://www.oft.gov.uk/business/legal/utcc/
guidance.htm

21 See Berry v Wrexham CBC August 2001, Legal Action 25

Permitted Permitted with 
written approval

Not permitted

A mobile home 12 3 4

Shed or chalet 3 8 8

More than one caravan/
trailer 8 8 3
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3.62   There has to be some relationship between resident consent and management 
style. A relatively strict manager might be resented by residents on a site where things have 
previously been more relaxed, but very well liked on a site where this is the known and 
accepted norm, and may even be the reasons some come to the site. For example, in the area 
without on-site presence, an offi cer commented that residents ‘don’t like to be bothered’, and 
feel he is snooping if he visits. Elsewhere the presence of on-site wardens is appreciated and 
felt to provide some protection and support.

3.63 These points suggest that site management and enforcement of rules is a question 
of balance, and often something which develops over the years.

Gypsy-Traveller Views

3.64  Some Gypsy-Traveller interviewees said that they had written licence agreements and 
some said that they had not. This variation was not just between residents on different sites, 
but also between residents on the same site. Whether or not they had a written agreement, 
those on residential pitches were confi dent that they had the pitch for as long as they wanted 
it. While interviewees might not know what legal security they have and what grounds a 
landlord would have to evict them, there was no impression of disquiet. People felt secure. 
Many had no experience of a licensee being asked to leave or, if they had, seemed implicitly 
to think that it had been deserved.

3.65   Many interviewees were also fairly clear of the rules they had to follow. Some were 
simple like keeping the kids under control and the plot clean. Others were more complex such 
as: caravans have to be 20 feet apart, only one dog and one cat is allowed, the electric cables 
have to be of a certain thickness and residents are only allowed to leave their pitch for three 
weeks without letting the council know. None of the interviewees appeared unduly irked by 
the rules as they understood them:

‘There’s nothing we’d like to do we shouldn’t, but we leave the council alone - and they 
leave us alone.’

The ‘they don’t bother us and we don’t bother them’ theme was expressed on other sites too 
as a desirable state of affairs.

3.66 Among residents interviewed, opinions seemed to be in favour of fairly strict 
enforcement of rules. People living on sites with fi rm management seemed to like it, and 
some of those on sites where management was seen as less fi rm would prefer it to be fi rmer. 
The following quotations illustrate this.

‘If this site was badly run, no-one would want to pull on it would they? . . .You want 
to be in place where you know you’re secure and you know naught can happen to 
your homes and you’re safe. . . You need someone there all the time to make sure 
you’re secure.’

J would stay on the site if it was done up and the warden didn’t take sides with different 
factions. There are lots of things that you can’t do according to the licence but they 
are not enforced. J feels she has no control on this site beyond her own plot. She says 
there are lots of dogs and mess on the site and the rules are not kept. She thinks the 
management could be stricter. [Paraphrased]
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• In the year 2004/5 expenditure exceeded income for ten of the fi fteen 
sites covered.

• While ‘surpluses’ are modest, ‘losses’ can be large. For example, the income from 
the fi ve Pembrokeshire sites was £132,030 and the expenditure was £202,290; the 
income from Wrexham Ruthin Road was £38,368 and the expenditure £192,912.

• Because of this, across the sites as a whole expenditure far exceeds income. Income 
was around £615,000 while expenditure was double this sum at around £1,240,000. 

• The sites included in the analysis have 293 pitches in total (270 said to be occupied). 
Across these sites as a whole, the net annual expenditure thus approximates £2,130 
per pitch (£2,315 per occupied pitch). Other things being equal, licence fees would 
have to rise by more than £40 a week for sites to break even fi nancially.

• Because of apparent discrepancies in the way repairs are treated in the fi gures it is 
not possible to identify how much is spent each year on the site fabric. However, it 
appears that spending on planned rather than responsive maintenance is relatively 
modest at around £93,000 across the fi fteen sites. Most of this is accounted for by 
Cardiff and Powys.
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would give a total of 100 spaces on around ten sites; a multiplier of three would 
give 150 spaces on around fifteen sites across Wales.

• Most transit provision should be related to major roads and motorways along 
the northern and southern coastal corridors. Provision should also be made on 
other major routes across Wales. Provision is also required in the area around 
Aberystwyth. Arrangements to regularise visits to the Royal Welsh Show at Builth 
Wells is an example of provision needed for a specifi c event. 

An Accommodation Needs Summary

4.33   The estimates of need for permanent accommodation made above are summarised 
in Table 4.2. As can be seen, this gives an estimate of need for permanent accommodation 
for 275 to 305 families. This compares with 400 ‘open’ residential pitches estimated on local 
authority and private Gypsy-Traveller sites and other caravan sites - a 75% increase over current 
residential pitch provision34. Since most of the need is from concealed households and family 
growth on existing sites, it is geographically concentrated in areas where there are already 
successful Gypsy-Traveller sites. We believe that the general lack of information about Gypsy-
Travellers and their needs mean that needs are hidden, and that the estimates are likely to 
under- rather than over-estimate needs.

Table 4.2: Summary of Estimate of Need for Permanent Accommodation in Wales 2005 
to 2011

4.34 It is estimated that between 100 and 150 places are required across Wales to 
accommodate temporary needs from Gypsy-Travellers while travelling in order to reduce 
greatly the need for unauthorised encampments.

4.35   Both estimates are somewhat abstract calculations on the basis of the best information 
currently available and incorporate a number of assumptions. Chapter 5 looks at how those 
needs might be met. To assist in deciding on what options there are, the next section looks 
at comments made by Gypsy-Travellers about alternative forms of accommodation and their 

34 Studies in Hertfordshire in England show that estimated need for residential pitches is equivalent to at least twice the 
existing number of local authority pitches. The estimate for Wales is lower, reflecting the apparent variability of need/
demand across the country.

Element of need: Number

Concealed/doubled up households 60 families

Family growth 2006-2011 100 families

Conversion of transit pitches 10 families

Residual need from waiting lists and movement 
from housing

60-85 families

Unauthorised development 25-30 families

‘Local’ need from unauthorised encampments 20 families

Total 275-305 families
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4.75   Investment decisions are needed on low demand sites. As far as possible the local 
reasons for low demand should be teased out and action determined in the light of what is 
found. For example, a new management regime and allocation policy might be appropriate as 
well as investment. The question may arise in future whether to close a site or refurbish it to 
create fewer, larger pitches and a possibility of extending again if demand picks up. Because of 
the diffi culty of getting approvals for new sites, there are strong grounds for arguing that sites 
should not be lost unless their locations and/or environments make them truly unacceptable. 
Rationalisation of pitch numbers is a less irreversible decision, but requires investment to be 
done properly.

Legal Definitions

4.76 The legal defi nition of a ‘gypsy’ for planning purposes is currently someone of ‘nomadic 
habit of life, whatever their race or origin’. The courts have been very careful to uphold this 
defi nition, to the extent of denying a Gypsy the right to retire from travelling while retaining 
‘gypsy’ status. It is clear from this and other research40 that many Gypsy-Travellers living on 
both local authority and private residential sites do not actively travel and there appears to 
be a general trend towards greater ‘settlement’. 

4.77 In England, defi nitions have been revised in the light of changing circumstances and 
the requirements of the new planning and housing legislative context. It is proposed that there 
should be slightly different defi nitions for planning and housing purposes.

4.78 The ODPM Circular41 Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites says that, for the 
purposes of the Circular, ‘gypsies and travellers’ means:

‘Persons of nomadic habit of life whatever their race or origin, including such persons 
who on grounds only of their own or their family’s or dependents’ educational or health 
needs or old age have ceased to travel temporarily or permanently, but excluding 
members of an organised group or travelling show people or circus people travelling 
together as such.’

4.79 Proposed defi nitions42 for the purposes of sections 225 and 226 of the Housing Act 
2004 (duties of local housing authorities towards accommodation needs of Gypsies and 
Travellers) is wider:

‘Persons of nomadic habit of life whatever their race or origin, including such persons 
who on grounds only of their own or their family’s or dependents’ educational or 
health needs or old age have ceased to travel temporarily or permanently, and all other 
persons with a cultural tradition of nomadism and/or caravan dwelling.’

4.80 Similar revisions will be needed in Wales. Clarity and simplicity suggest that it would be 
advisable to adopt the same defi nitions as in England unless there are strong reasons not to.

40 Pat Niner Local Authority Gypsy/Traveller Sites in England, ODPM, 2003

41 ODPM Circular 01/2006 Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites, February 2006

42 Definition of the term ‘gypsies and travellers’ for the purposes of the Housing Act 2004 consultation, 
ODPM, February 2006
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